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SPIKE LEE WAS WORN OUT. FOR MORE THAN A
YEAR, HE'D BEEN WORKING 16 HOUR DAYS ON
THE MOST IMPORTANT FILM OF HIS CAREER.
TAKING A BREAK FROM FINAL EDITING AND MIXlNG, HE VISITED HIS NEW RECORD COMPANY,
FORTY ACRES AND MULE MUSICWORKS. ITS
UNPRETENTIOUS BUT BUSTLING HEADQUARTERS
IS JUST DOWN A FUNKY BLOCK FROM FORTY
ACRES AND A MULE FILMWORKS,
SPIKE'S
MOVIE STUDIO. THREE THOUSAND MILES FROM
, THE HOLLYWOOD BOARDROOMS WHERE BOTTOM
LINE VOODOOISTS TRY AND TRANSLATE DEMOGRAPHICS INTO MEGABUCKS, SPIKE AND HIS
BROOKLYN-BASED ASSOCIATES WERE WRAPPING
UP MALCOLM X, SET FOR RELEASE NOVEMBER
20TH IN OVER 2,000 THEATRES NATIONWIDE.

The son of bassist Bill Lee, Spike knows
about paying dues. He has overcome the seemingly impenetrable financial and creative obstacles necessary to realize his cinematic vision.
And although he may be a lightning rod for
controversy, he does sell tickets.
One consistent thread running through
Spike Lee films has been his impassioned use
of music. "For me," Lee told us, "there's no
division between film and music. It all comes
under the heading of cinema. The music has
the same importance as the acting, the cinematography, the set design, the cast."
After utilizing his father's protean composing and arranging talents on his first four films,
Spike turned to trumpeter Terence Blanchard.
Blanchard, who played on the soundtrack of
School Daze, served as technical advisor for
actor Denzel Washington's portrayal of trumpeter Bleek Gilliam in Mo' Better Blues.
Blanchard also wrote the score for Lee's last
film, Jungle Fever, and now in Malcolm X, he
continues as composer and, briefly, as actor.
Lee credits Blanchard's versatility as a major
factor in his decision to extend their collaboration. "Great film music cannot have one set
style," Lee disclosed. "What Terence did for
Jungle Fever and this film came from him but
'was shaped by the movies themselves.
Whatever it is you have, you have to adapt, you
have to be flexible. If you have one particular
sound, and no matter what, that's going to be
your sound, despite whether it enhances the
film, that's a hindrance. But that's not the case
with Terence, not at all."
Initially, music enhances a film. "It can't
make a terrible scene great," Lee has determined. "But if you have really strong images,
the music can just lift it over the top. This has
happened to me a lot of times on every film I've
done, where, after I've made a good film, once
the score was put to it, it just elevated the picture to another level. That's definitely the case
with Terence's score for Jungle Fever and
definitely with Malcolm X. Just ask anybody

One scene in Malcolm X is set on
52nd Street, in the famed Onyx Club...
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who's seen the film without the score and with it. There's a
learned, that the music is never more important than
great, great difference."
what's on the screen.
As with every creative decision he makes, Lee's use of
"I've had to create by working within those limitations,"
music is calculated. "What 1 do with music is two fold,"
Blanchard continued, "and really manipulate the tools that
Lee explained. "You have the source music, and then you
I have to work with. That process has really helped me'
have the score, two very different types of music. For
within my band. It's even kind of centered me to a certain
Malcolm X we have Terence's score, which is going to be
degree because sometimes when you don't have those limion my label, 40 Acres and A Mule Musicworks; and on
tations, you have all these palettes and colors to choose
Quincy's label, Qwest, we're going to have the source
from and you can't center yourself. Now, doing film scormusic: Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie
ing, I'm starting to focus on stylistic compositions, for my
Holiday, Big Joe Turner, Junior Walker and The All Stars,
band, as well as for films."
Ray Charles and Sam Cooke."
Spike Lee's music-drenched roots have influenced the
way he makes films. "I love music," Lee readily admitted.
"Being the son of a great composer, Bill Lee, a jazz musician, I was exposed to music at a very young age. Although
1 didn't grow up to become a musician, 1 still have that love
of music and still feel 1 have very good ears. In every film 1
do, I try and jam pack as much music as I can. In Jungle
Fever, we had Terence's score, and 12 songs by Stevie
Wonder. Plus we had four songs by Mahalia Jackson, and
even three songs by Frank Sinatra, so it was a great mixture
of music."
Spike Lee envisions additional objectives for the music
he selects. "Music always promotes a film," Lee acknowledged. But beyond the promotional Malcolm X, many
young people will be "introduced to a lot of great AfroAmerican artists they've never heard of. A whole genera-,
tion of young black kids have never heard of, Sam Cooke
but when they hear Sam Cooke sing, 'A Change is Going to
Come,' in this film, they'll know.
"In addition to the music, this film is going to make a
whole lot of young black kids, and white kids, read
Malcolm's autobiography. Many have yet to do that, but
after seeing the film, they're going to want to go back and
read the book."
Queried about their modus operandi,
Blanchard
Trumpeter/composer Terence Blanchard also cited the
explained how the duo puts music to film. "Spike will give
momentousness of the film's subject as his key motivation
me a script before we start shooting," Blanchard divulged.
for the project. "That's why I wanted to work on the film,"
"Then after the shooting begins, I go to the dailies, the film
he recounted. "I told Spike when we were spotting the
shot each day, just to see how Spike's characters are
film, that it's really important this film be done now
unfolding, how they develop scene by scene. Once they
because so many kids focus only on a very small portion of
start putting the film together, weHl spot the film and he'll
Malcolm's life. They only deal with that one militant side • give me some general direction."
of Malcolm without understanding how he got there, and
For those unfamiliar with film terminology, Lee jumped
where he went afterward."
in. "By spotting we sit down on the Steenbeck, the editing
Since his debut with Art Blakey over a decade ago,
console, and go over the film scene by scene." he disclosed.
Terence Blanchard has earned a reputation as an auda"Of course it's all tentative at this point. 1 tell Terence
cious, scorching young trumpeter. After Jazz Messenger U,
where I'd like to have music, and then we view scenes the
he co-led a band with Blakey hornmate Donald Harrison.
music is going to be in. Checking the length of the music,
Then some embrochure changes sent him back to the
and the color, the feeling of it."
woodshed for a few years, but he's been touring and record"Spike gives me that kind of indication throughout,"
ing with his own quintet since 1990 and playing stronger
Blanchard said. "For example, he tells me, we need a
than ever.
strong melody here. But our process really starts once they
Blanchard was quick to acknowledge the effect of this
start piecing the film together.
remarkably potent adjunct to his creative arsenal. "Film
"That first look at the footage really sets my wheels in
scoring has impacted on me greatly," Blanchard revealed.
motion. 1 have to hold back 'cause 1 don't know exactly
"There are limitations in writing for film, certain boundwhere the music's going to go. I can get an idea for themes
aries you have to write within. When I did Jungle Fever, the
for characters, because Spike likes to identify certain charfirst time, I ran out and started analyzing the score for 'The
acters with particular musical themes.
Rite of Spring,' by Stravinsky, because 1 love Stravinsky.
"When we /started editing Malcolm X," Blanchard
But it didn't make sense because none of that music would
reported, "I sat in a room with the film editor, Barry Brown
really work for that film. And that's the first thing that I
as he was piecing it together. That way, 1 got a sense of the
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"... The first thing we had to do was
cast Billie Holiday."
"
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film as a whole. I saw Spike's vision unfold. How the characters react, the pace of the dialogue, the strong points
ofthe scene, the weak points. That's when I really start to
get inspired, when I see everything cut together."
One scene in Malcolm X is set on 52nd Street, in the
famed Onyx Club. "In this particular scene," Lee related,
"Malcolm is with his white girlfriend, Sophia, listening to
Billie Holiday. The first thing we had to do was cast Billie
Holiday. We chose Miki Howard. Then we had to find the
right song for the scene. Terence and I went through
Billie's catalog and felt that 'I Cover the Waterfront' would
be a good song. Even before we began to shoot the film,
Terence wrote an arrangement of the song and we recorded
Mikki Howard singing it."
~'
"As a jazz musician," Blanchard remembers, "I've always
played these tunes, so it was interesting to go back and do an
arrangement in the style of that period for a singer. In addi, tion, I've never really worked with a vocalist before."
Although he'd been around films, Blanchard found his
acting assignment a bit of a stretch. "Shooting the scene
was hilarious for a number of reasons," he recollected.
"First of all because I'm not an actor. And, Denzel was
messing with me, saying, how does it feel now, to be on the
other side of the camera? When we did Mo' Better Blues, I
was kind of like his shadow."
, Lee has worked with acting musicians before, most
notably in Mo' Better Blues, the story of fictional trumpeter
Bleek Gilliam. Can musicians act? In certain situations, Lee
thinks it's possible. "If they're playing musicians, I think
they can do it. In Mo' Better Blues, we needed actors but
for us it was better to have a musician playing a drummer
than an actor playing a drummer because you cannot fake
that. And Jeff (Watts) was an accomplished enough actor to
do what was called for."
Although the central character in the film was wrestling
with inner demons, Bleek bore no resemblance to the troubled, self-destructive protagonists of jazz films past. Lee
did that purposely. "I did not want to do another film of
another jazz musician who dies of an OD, or is an alcoholic," Lee revealed. That had been done before. With the
new breed of cats, with Terence, Wynton, Branford and
other people, drugs are not a part of their lifestyle. Bleek,
the central character in the film, was more in line with
Terence and Wynton than Miles and John Coltrane or
Dexter Gordon and Bird."
Lee also strove to present the performance sequences in
the film transcendently.
"We use cinema to heighten
things," he elucidated. "In order to do the cinematic moves
we utilized in the performance scenes of Mo' Better Blues,
we had to have sweeping, moving crane shots. For that,
.you need room. If we had built a set the size of the Village
Vanguard, all you could have would have been a couple of
closeups. We wanted the work to be a visual extension of
the music. That's why the club in the film, Beneath the
Underdog, was big. That gave us the freedom to move
around and shoot the music.the way we wanted to shoot it,
instead of the way they did in Bird, or 'Round Midnight,
where the camera was very static and it never moved. If
you're presenting great music but the camera's not complementing it, all it's doing is documenting it, and recording
it, it's not enhancing it."
Regarding his new record label, Lee feels it's a natural
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expansion because "music has always been a part of my
films and I think having a label just enhances it. We now
have three artists, State of the Art, Lonette McKee, who
plays Malcolm's mother, and Youssou N'Dour. And
Terence's soundtrack will be on the label also. We hope to
sign many other people."
As usual Lee isn't about to be deterred by the vicissitudes associated with starting a record label, especially
given the competition and current economic climate.
"There's a lot of talent out there that's unsigned. That's primarily because the artists don't fit into that very small
thing called Black Radio. The people who program Black
Radio are very limited, very small minded. Black Radio
does not play Bob Marley, Ziggy Marley, Terence
Blanchard, Wynton Marsalis, Branford Marsalis or Tracy
Chapman and that bothers me because there's no end to the
divisions of what black music is."
The always opinionate}! Lee also had some thoughts on
the ascension of younger musicians on the jazz scene
today. "I'm glad that renaissance has come about," Lee
noted. "It is needed. At the same time, it has to be nurtured
or it will just be a fad and fade out the same way the era of
black exploitation films did."
Blanchard however, voiced his concerns. "There's one
thing that worries me on the jazz scene right now," he stated. "It seems to be flourishing in terms of numbers of musicians but there seems to be a-movement to a repertoire kind
of music. That bothers me.
"I see young musicians who are extremely talented but
moving into this whole arena of recreating periods of jazz.
That's fine in a sense, because you have to study the tradition. But if you talk to the great ones, like Dizzy or Miles or
Herbie, they tell you you have to try and be your own person at some point.
"Someone I know had an interesting perspective on why
this whole repertoire thing came to happen. What happens
is that when you stretch out to be yourself, you set yourself
up for a lot of ridicule, because if you're an original, you're
probably different and going to be rejected. A lot of times
people can't stand rejection so )they move into this whole
world of conformity that's very comfortable to them."
Conformity is an adjective that will never be applied to
the work of Spike Lee. When informed of our conjecture
that Malcolm X will most likely spark the same discussion
and reexamination of its subject matter that Oliver Stone's
JFK did for the assassination theories, Lee agreed. "Yeah,
Oliver took a lot of heat, but he got the files open. Well, we
expect the same type of reaction. And the same amount of
attacks. In fact, even more than he got for JFK."
At press time, Malcolm X was not available for screening. Altogether, Blanchard wrote 28 musical interludes for
the film, ranging from 90 seconds to five minutes. Two
deeply affecting tracks from the score, "Betty's Conflict"
and "Eulogy" were included in a promotional cassette for
Forty Acres and A Mule Musicworks. Both offered a quintessence
of emotionalism
now clearly evident in
Blanchard's composing and improvisation.
,
"Writing film scores is music," Blanchard admits, "and
a means for creative expression without pimping myself.
I'd like to do more."
"You will," his collaborator assured him. "You will."!1
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